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Figure 1. Lukey Walden, Panel for an Absent Painter, 2020. 15" x 21"
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Figure 2. Anonymous (Egyptian), Fayum Portrait of
a Woman, Egyptian, Hadrianic period, c. 2nd
century CE. 13” x 17”. Collection of Middlebury
College Museum of Art.

i: Capacity, withstanding
I think often about Egyptian Fayum mummy portraits. As John Berger writes, they are
paintings in the second person; the only intended viewers were gods upon entry to the afterlife. 1 I
appreciate that I have no way of knowing whether the artist’s experience of painting a death portrait
for an audience of gods was an existential nightmare or a simple, functional act of rendering
someone recognizable to a friend. I think I’m most moved by old paintings because of this
speculation and limited context; this irreconcilable yet somehow bridgeable divide between their
concerns and mine. This experience of asymptotic nearness to an ultimately opaque subject has
come to define my relationship to painting.
I want to contribute to a vocabulary for expressions of care that precede our desire for
understanding. Our contemporary understanding of empathy is corrupt, or at least incomplete. 2 I
question the idea that profound connection and deep understanding are a prerequisite for care and
protection. This is not a polemic against empathy; we can and must be caring, interdependent people
who strive for mutual understanding. Rather, our love for our families and our love for seven billion
people must take different forms. Some forms are transparent, and some forms are opaque. Some
1
2

Berger, John. Portraits. (New York: Verso Books, 2017), 20.
D’Souza, Aruna. “Against Empathy: The Value of Mistranslation in Art and in Life.” Lecture, Providence, 3/5/20
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forms conceal, and others expose. Some present themselves, and others refuse legibility. From
portraiture, I ask for a place to grow my own capacity for care across distance. The vocabulary of
paint is a vocabulary of intimacy: touch, attention, accumulation, compromise, repair,
transformation. I have faith in painting as a tool for naming the places where language and other
structures fail us. As I witness our new era of social distancing, danger in proximity, and
governments’ failure to keep their citizens safe, these concerns feel more prescient than ever before.
With new obstacles between us, our strategies for connection and care must also evolve.
I try to imagine a scrutiny free from transaction and authority, where time and generosity are
not scarce. If real generosity divests from the expectation of returns, then what are the full
implications of imaging someone in this way, through touch? My sitters gave me permission to stare
at them in private. What happens to this momentary consensual gaze over time, prolonged into
months of looking? Prolonged into an abundance of labor, abundance of attention, abundance of
precious materials?

Figure 3. Lukey Walden, untitled, 2019. 33" x 44”

ii: Visibility and its transgressions
A professor recently asked me what the cynical version of my portraits would look like. It
surprised me, because I think my work is already the cynical version. To stick to observational
painting is a pretty conservative assessment of what the subject in painting can or should
accomplish. Something less cynical would purport to change people’s minds or circumstances,
which I’m not sure I can do. Or, at least, I think is a disingenuous place for me to start a painting
from. I could put up a huge banner that says in all caps: “BIOLOGY IS NOT DESTINY! BE
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GAY, DO CRIMES, FREELY SHARE YOUR TIME AND RESOURCES” but it wouldn’t satisfy
what I want from the process of starting and finishing an image, and it wouldn’t require any
prolonged engagement from a viewer. I would rather give people examples and prompts than
instructions and critiques. Cynicism and generosity are both present.
When I’m asked about context and narrative (is a viewer supposed to know your subjects are trans?
How important is that to what’s happening in the picture?), I try to think about what shared context and
narrative have meant throughout the history of painting. I wonder why we never see a painting of
Jesus at rest unless he’s actively dying. Would he still be recognizable as Jesus if he was reclining in a
living room? Or does he need to be engaged in some kind of action or parable that will contextualize
the figure as Jesus? Do I need to paint my friends naked and shooting up estrogen so people can be
sure of what they’re looking at? I’m looking at a person, and you’re looking at a person looking at a
person. My baggage is mine and your baggage is yours: that’s painting, isn’t it?
It’s a heavy-handed example that might seem to rely on negation, but this is where my
investment in distance and interpersonal opaqueness makes room for a generative aesthetic of
refusal. In the words of writer Anne Boyer, “There is a lot of room for a meaning inside a ‘no’
spoken in the tremendous logic of a refused order of the world. Poetry’s no can protect a potential
yes—or more precisely, poetry’s no is the one that can protect the hell yeah, or every hell yeah’s
variations.”3 My painted surface aspires to protect the hell yeah too.
I think, if I may be very general, that viewers tend to favor monumental, heroic, wholly
legible work from historically marginalized/disregarded/ignored artists because they want to be told
what to do and how to relate to the object, the artist, and whoever they think the artist is speaking
for. I’d like to say “that’s not my problem,” but I made these paintings for people to stare at, so it’s
not not my problem.
If there is a politic around transness or queerness that can be derived from the paintings, I
hope it would critique the fallacy of self-determination. I don’t want to veer too far off into a
critique of trans representation in mass media, but it’s worth addressing briefly. Under social
pressure to appear progressive, the contemporary neoliberal media apparatus can only tolerate
making trans people legible to the public by grafting transness onto a familiar capitalist mythology of
the self-made individual. This legibility furthermore insists on laying bare trans people’s private lives,
a phenomenon evident not only in TV and film, but also in the history of a cruel medical field that
requires trans people to routinely perform their misery for audiences of cisgender strangers in order
to access the kind of medical care that they need. In the past, I personally struggled to articulate my
relationship to my gender because I was presented with this narrative of hypervisibility suffered in
isolation as the only available path to understanding my experiences as a trans person, even as I was
fully aware that neoliberalism had hijacked all the language and imagery previously available to trans
people and reconstituted it in service of the image of capital. Over time, retaining my own right to
privacy has become a principle of my life and art that I refuse to compromise. Even in the little that
I just divulged on the subject here, I can’t help but cringe at my own performance of trans
interiority, already feeling it trigger my own distrust in the motivations of my reader.
In my paintings, I hope to instead point toward interdependence, entanglement, and
collective determination as what constitutes the real work of personal growth and actualization. We
can only name and determine ourselves to the extent that other people can witness us and be
compassionate to that end, meeting one another’s unknowability with capaciousness, trust, and
reverence for our essential opaqueness.
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Figure 4. Lukey Walden, Room before moving away, 2019. 35" x 23"

iii: Beauty and the labor of regard
“[E]ither our responses to beauty endure unaltered over centuries, or our responses
to beauty are alterable, culturally shaped. And if they are subject to our willful
alteration, then we are at liberty to make of beauty what we wish. And surely what
we should wish is a world where the vulnerability of a beholder is equal to or greater
than the vulnerability of the person beheld, a world where the pleasure-filled tumult
of staring is a prelude to acts that will add to the beauty already in the world—acts
like making a poem, or a philosophic dialogue, or a divine comedy; or acts like
repairing an injury or a social injustice. Either beauty already requires that we do
these things (the essentialist view) or we are at liberty to make of beauty the best that
can be made—a beauty that will require that we do these things.”4

4
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-Elaine Scarry, On Beauty and Being Just
I have difficulty explaining the role of beauty in my paintings. My gut tells me that the
sensation of beauty is obvious; that it contains its own justification and doesn’t require theoretical
validation or reasoning after the fact of its experience, and that inquiry may even dilute or
contaminate it—that our conception of beauty should be left alone, separate and distinct from what
the experience of beauty enacts in people. After all, the sensation of beauty predates our language
for it. At the same time, my dedication to the practice of beauty through painting must be a means
to some end: to spend my time bringing beautiful paintings into the world reveals a desire for those
objects to enact meaningful change in the world beyond my experience of making them. I can
articulate the desire that drives my paintings to the point of completing them, claiming an encounter
with beauty that has affected me, but finding language for these desires sometimes feels like killing
the sense of mystery and romance that makes the painting process so alluring to me. I can only hope
that this mystery is still intact when a stranger looks at the work, especially when my words, so
tenuous, are presented as a reliable companion to the paintings. With that asterisk hovering
comfortably above this text, I can try to account for these desires in a little more detail.
The most apparent aspect of the paintings is their root in observation from life, which I
would describe as the desire to bear accurate and generous witness to my subjects. The slowness of
building a painting surface constitutes a process of recording and notation at the outset of a
painting, whose negative space becomes a kind of loss after the sitter leaves my sight. When it’s just
me and the painting left, the task becomes one of recovery as I physically try to reconstruct and
complicate my relationship to the image and my memories of its beginning and consequent stages.
There is also the desire for something unprecedented. Every painter works from a
compulsion to see images that haven’t existed before. Scarry’s excellent analysis of beauty is
grounded in humans’ repeated experience of the unprecedented-yet-familiar.5 Her passage quoted
above reminds me that what is familiar and what is unprecedented varies from person to person,
which in turn makes me feel empowered to name those things for myself. Finishing a painting
always means surprising myself in a satisfying way, which to me is often an encounter with beauty
that is not always compatible with predictable effects and ideologies of historical technique and
virtuosity. For example, I think that I have more reverence for awkwardness than many painters
throughout history. On one hand, I credit this to memories of galleries and museums filled with
feats of technical flawlessness that I found homogenous, and I wanted to create room for a
virtuosity, and a definition of beauty, that values diverse surface treatments and unpredictable
arrangements of attention as much as it values shameless displays of skill. On the other hand, my
practice is not a loaded historical critique of beauty as much as the fulfilment of a generative desire
to see paintings that reflect the complexities of my real-life relationships, which all include visceral
experiences of awkwardness and unpredictability alongside other virtues that are more familiar to
painting’s history.
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Figure 5. Lukey Walden, Joshua, 2020. 18" x 24"

iv: Painterly strategies
In my most recent efforts to formalize these concerns in paint, I have found resonance in
the formal relationship between timing and legibility. When I say timing, I more specifically mean
how the viewing experience unfolds spatially within the painting: the way your eyes adjust to the
conditions that the painter has constructed, and the speed or slowness at which objects and effects
become nameable within the painting. I often look to Caravaggio for examples of directing this type
of reading. He will often set most of the figures in a scene at the same value as the background and
use light to direct focus by condensing and increasing contrast, like how the angel’s face in St Jerome
and the Angel is a point of focus but is painted in a narrow range of values, then additionally flanked
by the high-contrast highlights of the shoulders and wings. I find meaning when I see a high level of
labor and finish in low-contrast areas of the painting. It makes the viewer have to work for the
image, and that speaks to the kind of dynamic I want to play out between myself and the viewer. Or
how condensed color and tonal contrast across the painting allows the red scarf in the background
of Caravaggio’s Burial of St Lucy to upstage the dramatic scene in the foreground.
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Figure 6. Caravaggio, St. Jerome and the Angel, 1622-25. 57" x 71".
National Gallery of Art, USA.
Figure 7. Caravaggio, Burial of St. Lucy, 1608. 161" x
120". Church of Santa Lucia alla Badia, Sicily.

When it comes to color, each decision I make is largely an attempt to find out more about
how color functions. I try not to overtly inject meaning into my color choices in the moment of
painting; it’s more interesting to let sensation dictate everything and respond to it critically later. This
helps me remember that painting is first and foremost and embodied form of knowledge that’s
inseparable from my memories and sensory experience. This is also where the influence of the Nabis
painters, especially Edouard Vuillard and Pierre Bonnard, is most apparent. I’m drawn to
combinations I perceive as odd or that I won’t be able to predict without doing it physically. I think
any great painter tries to arrange colors such that they become unnamable in places. I’m a fairly
academic, traditional painter in many areas, but color is a discipline where I feel connected to the
queer aesthetic history of camp. I often deliberately make choices that go against my taste. When I
get caught up in the pleasure and sensation of color, I often can’t help myself from trying something
gauche.
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Figure 9. Pierre Bonnard, Studio at Le Cannet with Mimosas, 1947. 50” x
50”. Musée national d’art moderne
Figure 8. Edouard Vuillard, A Princesa Bibesco, 1920. 44” x 32”.
São Paulo Museum of Art

My teacher Kerry Downey recently remarked that “color is about distance,” which I
appreciate as more complex compared to what I’ve previously been taught about color as
“difference.” “Distance” accounts for relationships among parts and relationships to colors outside
the painting. A painting with hard boundaries of complimentary colors pressing against each other
and a monochromatic painting made of a single pigment are different strategies for defining and
addressing distance, and they create different types of meaning in the way that parts relate to the
whole. I’ve realized that this concept of distance can functionally describe many other material
relationships in paint: how wet and dry layers accumulate to reveal the painting’s relationship to
time; the way labor, attention, and indecision can be very literally translated to the surface and
become a commentary on the subject through description; how some parts of a painting are
generous in revealing how they were made, and other areas baffle a cursory reading and keep their
secrets. This rhetoric of “distance among parts” has become a meaningful framework to merge my
formal and critical concerns and has helped me define what I think great painting is. If a painting is
by definition an arrangement of physical processes over time, I think the effect of a masterful
painting is to confuse the distance between object and metaphor and make it difficult to name.
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Figure 10. Lukey Walden, Fletcher (Yellow Chair), 2020. 18” x24”

v: An autotheory of painters
When painting is conceived as an intellectual pursuit, a cosa mentale, as Leonardo da
Vinci famously put it, the painter’s status rises accordingly: he or she becomes a
thinker. That’s why codes of conduct for the painter are integral to the early theories
of painting—Leonardo, for example, envisions the painter sitting ‘before his work at
the greatest of ease, well dressed and applying delicate colours with his light brush
[…] His residence is clean and adorned with delightful pictures, and he often enjoys
the accompaniment of music or the company of the authors of various fine works.’6
This passage from Isabelle Graw’s essay “The Knowledge of Painting: Notes on Thinking
and Subject-Like Pictures,” calls attention to a slippage between theory and daily practice that is
demonstrated in some of the earliest writing on painting, and that I believe necessarily pervades
painting to this day. To conclude, I want to briefly connect my painting practice to the emergence of
autotheory as a genre of critical writing, especially its emergence in the fields of queer studies in
pioneering authors such as Audre Lorde and James Baldwin as well as recent writers Maggie Nelson
and Harry Dodge. I propose that recent and historical discourses around subjectivity in painting are
Graw, Isabelle. “The Knowledge of Painting: Notes on Thinking and Subject-Like Pictures” in The Love of Painting:
Genealogy of a Success Medium. (Berlin: Sternberg Press, 2018), 51.
6
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consistent with autotheory’s methods of highly personalized critical narratives. Paintings inhabit a
dual identity: as highly personal devotional objects that are also plugged into a global historical
network of material and critical processes constituting painting as a category. The tethering of these
personal and theoretical domains to the painting object makes the genre of painting uniquely suited
to autotheoretical analysis. As Graw puts it, “theories of painting are also theories of the painter.”7
A painter’s influences and citations are never intangible. When we look at a painting and can
guess the artist’s influences, we recognize a surface where centuries-old physical gestures have been
revived and embodied in the name of kinship or commentary. This touch is rehearsed, it is refined,
it is personal. I admire writers in the genre of autotheory for the way they hitch all their personal
baggage to the supposedly sterile gesture of academic citation. This mess is a painterly impulse. To
make a painting, to finish a painting, to metabolize my influences and bring a painting out of the
studio, is a similar operation to the autotheoretical: to declare that I have place in the history of time
and images and thought that belongs to me, that I belong to the world, that the world deserves my
contributions.

7
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